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Cell damage due to the mechanical impact during laser-assisted cell direct writing has
been observed and is a possible hurdle for broad applications of fragile cell direct
writing. The objective of this study is to numerically investigate the bubble expansion-
induced cell mechanical loading profile in laser-assisted cell direct writing. Some con-
clusions have been drawn as follows. The cell velocity increases initially and then
smoothes out gradually with a constant ejection velocity. Both the cell acceleration and
pressure can be very high at the beginning period of bubble expansion and then quickly
approach zero in an oscillation manner. A high viscosity can lead to an observable
velocity increment at the initial stage, but the ejection velocity decreases. The pressure
magnitude decreases when the cell-bubble distance is large, and a larger initial pressure
induces a larger cell pressure as expected. This study serves as a foundation to further
investigate the cell damage mechanism in laser-assisted cell direct writing to improve the
effectiveness and efficiency of cell direct writing techniques. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4000101�
Introduction
Biomaterial direct-write technologies are being favored as rapid

rototyping innovations in the areas of tissue engineering, regen-
rative medicine, and biosensor/actuator fabrication based on
omputer-aided designs �CADs�. Direct-write technologies in-
lude any techniques or processes capable of depositing, dispens-
ng, or processing different types of materials over various sur-
aces. During a typical direct-write approach, patterns or layered
tructures are built directly using a CAD design without the use of
asks, allowing rapid prototyping of three-dimensional con-

tructs. Among the available direct-write technologies, inkjet and
aser-based technologies have been most pioneered to precisely
osition both nonviable and viable biological patterns and con-
tructs over different substrates �1� under noncontact, maskless,
nd low temperature conditions.

Laser-assisted cell direct writing technique has been obtaining
ore and more attention in different biomaterial direct writing

pplications �2–5� since it does not have any specific viscosity
equirements as ink-jetting methods do. Unlike ink-jetting or
anual spotting techniques, the laser-assisted process delivers

mall volume of biomaterials without the use of an orifice, thus
liminating potential clogging issues and enabling diverse classes
f biomaterials to be deposited. During a typical laser-assisted cell
irect writing, focused highly energetic laser pulses are directed
hrough the backside of the quartz support, over which the cell-
ased biomaterial is coated. These pulses are then absorbed by
ither a laser-absorbing matrix of the biomaterial coating �as in
atrix-assisted pulsed-laser evaporation direct-write �MAPLE
W�� or a specific laser-absorbing energy conversion layer be-

ween the quartz support and the coating to be transferred �as in
iological laser printing �BioLP��. Once the laser-absorbing mate-
ial absorbs most of the laser pulse energy, it forms a bubble due
o localized heating in the immediate vicinity of the energy-
bsorbing material, which is the same for both MAPLE DW and
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BioLP. Finally, this sublimation releases the remaining coating as
a droplet from the interface by ejecting it away from the quartz
support to the movable receiving substrate underneath, to form
two- or three-dimensional structures by controlled droplet deposi-
tion. It should be pointed out that the laser-assisted cell direct
writing process discussed here is jet-based, and it is different from
the laser guidance direct writing process, which uses laser optical
force to guide and move biomaterials �6,7�.

In order to commercially implement the different direct-write
technologies in the healthcare industry, some biomanufacturing
issues need to be carefully addressed. However, manufacturing
process-induced damage to cells, especially fragile mammalian
cells, still poses a significant challenge to achieve a perfect post-
transfer cell viability. The aforementioned cell direct writing pro-
cess can be divided into two main stages: �1� The cell droplets are
formed and ejected due to the laser energy converted momentum
and �2� the cell droplets land onto a receiving substrate after trav-
eling through a writing height �1�. During the above two stages,
the cells may undergo a severe mechanical deformation, which
poses a potential mechanical damage to the cells by making cell
membrane permeable �8� or even membrane rupture. The process-
induced cell damage must be carefully addressed for cell direct
writing to be a viable technology. It has been observed that the
post-transfer cell viability can be improved from 50% to 95% in
laser printing a fragile cell by changing the substrate hydrogel
coating thickness from 20 �m to 40 �m �3�. The landing-
induced mechanical profile in cell direct writing has been recently
studied �1�; however, the ejection-induced cell mechanical profile
must be studied and the associated cell damage must be modeled
accordingly.

The objective of this study is to numerically investigate the
bubble expansion-induced cell mechanical profile during the laser-
assisted cell ejection process. Either Lagrangian or Eulerian mesh
has been applied for different computational domains to model
this cell mechanical profile using a finite element method �FEM�-
based approach. This paper is organized as follows. First, model-
ing of bubble expansion is reviewed. Second, necessary material
models are introduced. To validate the modeling accuracy of the
FEM method, the simplified Rayleigh bubble dynamics model-

based approach is implemented in an infinite domain to bench-
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Downloa
ark the FEM method in modeling the cell velocity due to the
ubble expansion. The validated FEM method is further applied to
tudy the cell mechanical profile such as velocity, acceleration,
nd pressure during bubble expansion, and the effects of coating
iscosity, cell-bubble distance, and initial bubble pressure on the
ell pressure are also studied. Finally, the main conclusions are
rawn for better cell direct writing process optimization. This
tudy serves as a foundation for further cell damage investigation
n various jet-based cell direct-write technologies as they all deal
ith the interactions between cells and the surrounding medium
uring the cell droplet formation process.

Background
Two mechanisms are possibly responsible for cell damage dur-

ng ejection in laser-assisted cell direct writing: the bubble
xpansion-induced stress wave and the thermoelastic stress wave
9�. The bubble expansion-induced cell mechanical deformation is
f interest since it is the dominant effect in laser-assisted cell
irect writing. In laser-assisted cell direct writing, upon the ab-
orption of laser pulse energy, the matrix material of the bioma-
erial coating or the material of/near the energy conversion layer is
rst vaporized into gaseous phase products and may be further

onized into plasma, forming a nucleus in the cell-based biomate-
ial coating along the quartz support interface. The formed
ucleus evolves into an expanding bubble, and the bubble
xpansion-induced pressure ejects the surrounding coating mate-
ial away, forming cell droplets. Since the expansion of the gas
ubble is inhibited by the surrounding medium, the confining ef-
ect results in significant higher pressure and temperature than
hose due to ablation in a gaseous environment �9�. When the
aser-induced stress transients possess a sufficiently short rise
ime, their propagation may result in the formation of a shock
ave �9,10�.
Laser-induced bubble formation and expansion in different me-

ia such as living tissues has been of modeling interest since it
as observed �9–15�. Once a nucleus is formed upon absorbing

he laser pulse energy, the bubble expansion process and its me-
hanical effect on the surrounding medium can be generally mod-
led in two approaches: analytically and numerically. The analyti-
al approach is mainly based on the Rayleigh bubble dynamics
odel �16� and its modified versions such as the Gilmore bubble

ynamics model �12–14� to consider the effect of compressible
edium and/or include the effect of different medium material

roperties. However, the analytical approach generally ignores the
omplexity of material models and it is good for one-dimensional
1D� problems. Alternatively, the finite difference/finite element-
ased numerical approach has also been applied to capture the
ne- or two-dimensional bubble expansion process and its me-
hanical effect �12,15�. The numerical method allows the consid-
ration of complex bubble and medium geometry, as well as en-
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Fig. 1 „a… Cell direct writing schematic and
induced cell deformation
bles the application of more realistic material models, which are
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difficult to be implemented using the analytical approach. The
finite element-based approach is also favored in this study for its
modeling flexibility.

In the case of laser-assisted cell direct writing, the interactions
among the expanding bubble and the surrounding cells are of
interest in addition to the bubble expansion dynamics modeling.
The mechanical effect of the general bubble expansion on the cell
stress and velocity has been studied by applying the Rayleigh
bubble dynamics model to model the bubble expansion and the
bubble-induced flow field method to estimate the cell mechanical
profile �16�; however, the whole modeling process and material
models are oversimplified for the sake of an analytical solution.
To better elucidate the effect of laser-induced bubble expansion on
cell damage in laser-assisted cell direct writing, this study inves-
tigates the cell mechanical profile due to the bubble expansion
process using the FEM approach to accommodate the large defor-
mation and cell-medium interaction, and it is expected that the
modeled mechanical profile information will help reveal the cell
damage mechanism in laser-assisted cell direct writing.

3 Computational Modeling and Its Validation

3.1 Problem Statement and Assumptions. Figure 1 shows
the schematic of the laser-induced bubble formation and expan-
sion in a typical laser-assisted cell direct writing setup �MAPLE
DW�. While the MAPLE DW schematic is shown here, the pro-
posed modeling approach is still applicable to BioLP by assuming
the energy conversion thickness �usually less than 100 nm� negli-
gible. During the bubble expansion process after the bubble is
formed, the high pressure pulse and/or shock wave are generated,
which interact with the cells inside the hydrogel-based cell coat-
ing medium. It should be pointed out that the coating medium can
be any materials other than hydrogel, which it is commonly used.
To model the effect of the bubble expansion on the cells during
the cell droplet ejection process, the following assumptions are
introduced.

1. The formed bubble geometry, temperature, and pressure
right after the material thermal evaporation and/or optical
breakdown process are assumed known, and the bubble is
modeled as the gaseous phase �10,14�. Also, the gas diffu-
sion and further evaporation of biomaterials during the
bubble expansion are also ignored.

2. Energy loss due to heat conduction is negligible during the
bubble expansion process, and the bubble expansion always
moves faster than the speed of heat diffusion �2,13�.

3. The bubble gas maintains a constant mass, and the gas gain
or loss due to the surrounding material evaporation and the
gas diffusion through the bubble wall is negligible �10�.

4. The cell coating includes only a cell, which is directly be-
neath the center of laser pulse.

5. The initial bubble is semispherical.

Cell
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Cell
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(b)

modeling domain for the bubble expansion-
bub
ce
bub
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„b…
6. Since the Froude number �a dimensionless number compar-
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Downloa
ing the inertial and gravitational forces� is very large �on the
order of 107�, the gravitational effect is neglected.

7. Surface tension is not considered. During the ejection pro-
cess, the Weber number �a dimensionless number comparing
the inertial effect to the surface tension effect� is high �on the
order of 102�104�, so the effect of surface tension on the
cell deformation and motion may be negligible. For the de-
tailed cell droplet formation simulation, the surface tension
should also be carefully considered in the future study.

The FEM approach is implemented in LS-DYNA to study the cell
echanical profile during ejection here with a different mesh for

ifferent computational domains, respectively. In this study, four
aterials, vaporized bubble gas, air, hydrogel �coating material�,

nd cell, are utilized within the computational domain, and Secs.
.2.1–3.2.4 briefly introduce the material models adopted for each
aterial. The cell is modeled as a solid type material using the
agrangian mesh for its straightforward and fast implementation,
hile the bubble, coating medium, and air are modeled using the
ulerian mesh to avoid any extreme element distortion of these
aterials during ejection. The Lagrangian domain overlaps over

he Eulerian domain while the different Eulerian domains share
odes on the common boundaries. The cell/hydrogel interaction is
odeled using the appropriate Euler/Lagrange coupling option

all directions coupling method as in LS-DYNA� to capture the vis-
osity effect within the cell boundary layer, and the interaction
mong the hydrogel, bubble gas, and air is modeled by defining
hese materials in multimaterial grouping.

3.2 Material Models. The complete definition of a transient
onlinear dynamics problem requires materials models that define
he relationships among the flow variables �pressure, mass density,
nergy density, temperature, etc.�. Sections 3.2.1–3.2.4 briefly in-
roduce the material models of four materials, vaporized bubble
as, air, hydrogel, and cell of the computational domain. These
elations generally involve an equation of state, a constitutive
quation, and a failure criterion for each constituent material. The
umerical simulation is implemented using LS-DYNA 971, and all
he material parameters defined in the remainder of the section are
vailable in the LS-DYNA material library �17�.

3.2.1 Vaporized Bubble Gas. In laser-assisted cell direct writ-
ng, the laser energy-absorbing material along the cell coating-
uartz interface �as in MAPLE DW� or of/near the energy conver-
ion layer �as in BioLP� evaporates upon the absorption of laser
ulse energy and may further ionize, forming a bubble within the
onfined coating domain. For simplicity, the bubble gas is mod-
led as an ideal gas with an equation of state defined as follows:

Pb = �b�CP−V − CV−V�Tb �1�

here Pb is the bubble pressure, �b is the current mass density, Tb
s the temperature, and CP−V and CV−V are defined as the specific
eat with respect to the constant pressure and constant volume for
he bubble gas, respectively. When the bubble expands, both the
ensity and temperature vary as the bubble volume changes, so
oes the bubble pressure. The pressure at the initial state �Pb0� is
efined by the initial mass density and temperature ��b0 and Tb0�
s follows:

Pb0 = �b0�CP−V − CV−V�Tb0 �2�

ince the bubble gas is a gaseous material and has no ability to
upport either the shear stress or the negative pressure, no failure
odel is adopted for the bubble gas.

3.2.2 Air. As the bubble expands, the expanding bubble ap-
lies a pressure wave over the cell coating beneath. The cell coat-
ng is pushed toward the surrounding air and consequently forms

cell droplet. In the computational analysis, an Eulerian compu-
ational domain is used to model the surrounding air, and the air

quation of state is modeled as follows:

ournal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
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Pa = ��A − 1�
�a

�a0
Ea �3�

where Pa is the air pressure, �A=CP−A /CV−A is the air constant
pressure specific heat over the constant volume specific heat, �a is
the current air mass density, �a0 is the mass density at the refer-
ence state, and Ea is the air internal energy per unit reference
volume. Since the air pressure and temperature are much smaller
than those of the bubble, the air initial internal energy is set as
zero for simplicity. Since air is a gaseous material and has no
ability to support either the shear stress or the negative pressure,
no failure model is adopted for air.

3.2.3 Hydrogel. Natural and synthetic hydrogels contain water
within a three-dimensional network of polymer chains �18�. By
their nature, hydrogels are highly swollen fluidlike solids, which
are water swollen, cross-linked, hydrophilic polymers. Due to
their biocompatibility and the ease of their synthesis, the gels have
been already extensively used as cell culture and proposed for a
wide range of biomedical applications �19,20�. The properties of a
particular hydrogel are highly dependent on its structure charac-
teristics, constitutes, and chemical environment �21,22�, and some
hydrogel mechanical property characterization studies have also
been performed �23–25�. However, the knowledge of mechanical
properties of hydrogel is still under the development stage.

Equation of state of hydrogel is expected to provide a hydrody-
namic material model by which the hydrogel volumetric strength
can be determined. Mie–Grüneisen equation of state, as shown in
Eq. �4�, is used to define the equation of state of hydrogel to
consider the compressibility �17�:

Ph =

�h0C2��1 + �1 −
�0

2
�� −

a

2
�2	

�1 − �S1 − 1�� − S2
�2

� + 1
− S3

�3

�� + 1�2	 + Eh��0 + a��

�4�

where Ph is the hydrogel pressure, C is the intercept of the Us-Up
curve �sound velocity� as the Us axis, Us is the speed of a shock-
wave through the material, Up is the speed of the shocked mate-
rial, S1, S2, and S3 are the coefficients of the slope of the Us-Up
curve, �0 is the Grüneisen gamma, Eh is the internal energy per
initial volume, and a is the first order volume correction to �0; the
compression � is defined as ��h /�h0�−1, and �h and �h0 are the
density and initial density. The Mie–Grüneisen equation is typi-
cally determined based on material parameters c, S1, S2, S3, and �0
as specified by LS-DYNA �17�. In this study, since water is the
dominant component of hydrogel, the parameters for water are
used to define the hydrogel equation of state to simplify the
problem.

Since the hydrogel demonstrates fluidlike behavior during large
deformation, for simplicity, the null material provided by the
LS-DYNA material library �17� is used as the hydrogel constitutive
model. When using the null material model, the pressure and de-
viatoric stress are decoupled. The pressure is determined by the
equation of state as Eq. �4�, and the deviatoric stress is calculated
based on the strain rate and viscosity as follows:

�D = 2��̇D �5�

where � is the hydrogel viscosity, �D is the deviatoric stress, and
�̇D is the deviatoric strain rate. In addition, the cutoff pressure is
used to control the hydrogel failure by allowing the hydrogel to
numerically cavitate when hydrogel undergoes dilatation �tensile
negative pressure� above a certain value, which is usually zero or
a small negative value for liquid-type materials.

3.2.4 Cell. During the bubble expansion-induced cell ejection
process, the cells undergo complex dynamic pressure and velocity

variations, eventually forming the cell droplets. In order to model
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he complexity of cell structure and compositions, numerous cell
onstitutive models have been developed to characterize mechani-
al responses of living cells subject to both transient and dynamic
oads �26�. Generally, cell models can be considered on two lev-
ls, macroscopic continuum approaches and microscopic struc-
ural approaches. The continuum approaches aim to investigate
he overall behavior of cells while microscopic structural ap-
roaches focus on the effect from the local component deforma-
ion of cells.

Among the continuum approaches, the hyperelastic formula-
ion, neo-Hookean model, has been widely used by some re-
earchers in modeling the cells and biological materials since it
an well capture the cell nonlinear large deformation �27,28�. The
eo-Hookean model is also used as the cell is modeled as a ge-
eric one here, and the cell strain energy potential is described as
ollows:

U = C10�Ī1 − 3� +
1

D1
�J − 1�2 �6�

here U is the strain energy potential, C10 is dependent on the
hear modulus G0 as C10=G0 /2, D1 is dependent on the initial

ulk modulus K0 as D1=2 /K0, Ī1 is the first deviatoric strain
nvariant, and J is the determinant of the deformation gradient.
he Cauchy stress tensor can be determined based on the second
iola–Kirchhoff stress tensor, which can be calculated by taking

he partial differentiation of the strain energy potential with re-
pect to the Green–Lagrange strain tensor. The cell pressure is
etermined based on the mean stress of the Cauchy stress. As the
ytoplasmic membrane, cell wall, and internal structure of a cell
ay play an important role in determining the cell mechanical

rofile during ejection, future modeling study should also include
he effect of cell biological structure.

Since the goal of this study is to study the companying cell
echanical profile during the cell ejection, the cell failure is not of

nterest here and the predicted mechanical profile values are not
ompared with the failure threshold values of any cells. Instead,
his study is a foundation for future cell damage/failure modeling
n laser-assisted cell direct writing.

3.3 FEM Approach Validation Using the Rayleigh
pproach. The FEM approach for cell ejection modeling is first
alidated before implementation. In this study, it is validated by
omparing its modeling performance with that of the classical
ayleigh bubble dynamics model-based approach in capturing the
ell velocity due to the bubble expansion in an infinite incom-
ressible medium. For this validation study, the hydrogel coating
edium of Fig. 1 is assumed infinite.
The Rayleigh bubble dynamics model �29� is often used to

tudy the response of surrounding incompressible flow to the ex-
ansion of a single spherical bubble. The equation for this gas
ubble expansion within a hydrogel medium is described as fol-
ows:

R̈R +
3

2
Ṙ2 =

1

�h
�pi�t� − p��t�� −

1

�h
�2�

R
+

4�Ṙ

R
� �7�

here R is the current gas bubble radius, Ṙ is the first order

erivative of R, R̈ is the second order derivative of R, t is the time,
��t� is the pressure in the hydrogel flow at the infinite distance
rom the gas bubble, pi�t� is the pressure inside the bubble, and �
s the surface tension. When the pressure inside the bubble is
ignificantly larger than the pressure introduced by the bubble
all surface tension, the surface tension effect is negligible. Then

q. �7� can be further reduced to
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R̈R +
3

2
Ṙ2 =

1

�h
�pi�t� − p��t�� −

4�Ṙ

�hR
�8�

where the gas pressure inside the bubble pi�t� is assumed to obey
an isentropic law as follows:

pi�t� = p0�R0/R�3� �9�

where p0 is the initial bubble gas pressure, � ��=1.4� is the ratio
of the specific heat with respect to the constant pressure and con-
stant volume, and R0 is the initial bubble radius.

The flow velocity u�r , t� at a distance r from the bubble center
can be obtained based on the flow incompressibility:

u�r,t� =
R2

r2 Ṙ �10�

If the cell deformation is negligible �this simplification is only for
this validation case� and the cell volume is also ignored in mod-
eling, the cell center velocity can be approximated as follows:

ucell =
R2

d2 Ṙ �11�

where ucell is the cell �center� velocity and d is the cell-bubble
distance.

The computational flow chart of the Rayleigh approach is
shown in Fig. 2 and Eq. �8� can be solved using the Runge–Kutta
routine. The output of interest of the above Rayleigh model-based
approach is the cell velocity, which is to be compared with that
from the FEM approach.

To better compare with the results using the Rayleigh model-
based approach, the cell deformation should be modeled negli-
gible in the FEM implementation since the Rayleigh model was
developed by neglecting the effect of cell deformation. This is
achieved by modeling the cell using a linear elastic material
model with an artificially high Young modulus of 1.79 GPa �103

times higher than that commonly adopted �1��.
In this validation study, the coating medium is assumed incom-

pressible, so a linear polynomial equation of state is selected for
the hydrogel coating to make it behave incompressible in this
validation study. This equation of state is as follows:

P = C0 + C1� + C2�2 + C3�3 + �C4 + C5� + C6�2�E �12�

where the coefficients � and E are defined similarly as in Eq. �4�.
The incompressible approximation of hydrogel can be achieved
by setting C1 as 150 GPa while others Ci �i=0, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6�
are zero. The hydrogel cutoff pressure is set as zero in this case.

The other material properties and computational parameters are
as follows: the bubble gas specific heats �CP−V and CV−V� are
taken as 2.080 J /g K and 1.485 J /g K, respectively, the initial
hydrogel coating density ��h0� is 1000 kg /m3, and the hydrogel

−3

Initial conditions and
material properties

Bubble dynamics equation

Cell velocity model

Cell velocity

Bubble radius and
bubble wall velocity

Fig. 2 Computational flow chart of bubble dynamics equation
viscosity ��� is 12�10 Pa s. The cell-bubble distance is
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0 �m. The validation case has been performed under an initial
ubble gas pressure �Pb0� of 221 MPa, which is picked as one
rder higher than the bubble pressure in a similar laser-assisted
urgery process �30� to simulate the possible effect of vaporization
nd/or plasma formation. This initial pressure value is equivalent
o an initial bubble gas density ��b0� of 574.08 kg /m3 and an
nitial bubble gas temperature �Tb0� of 647 K based on Eq. �2�.
or the implemented FEM computational domain, 186,330 solid
lements are used for the hydrogel coating medium �500�500
500 �m3�, 1380 solid elements for the bubble gas �R0

24 �m�, and 108 solid elements for the cell �6 �m radius�. The
op surface of the coating is set as the symmetric boundary, and
he other surfaces are set as free.

Figure 3 shows the modeling results using both the Rayleigh
nd FEM approaches. It can be seen that the both approaches lead
o similar velocity estimations. Since the hydrogel coating is as-
umed incompressible, the cell instantaneously moves once the
as bubble expands. The reason that the FEM approach underes-
imates the cell velocity may be attributed to two reasons: �1� The
ydrogel cannot be modeled as perfectly incompressible, which
eads to more energy dissipation during the bubble expansion in
he FEM implementation, and �2� Eq. �11� of the Rayleigh ap-
roach tends to overestimate the cell velocity since both the cell
eformation and volume are ignored. This velocity difference is
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ig. 3 Cell center velocity comparison under a 221 MPa initial
ubble pressure
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found to be less pronounced under higher initial bubble pressures.
The observed velocity oscillation in using the FEM approach is
attributed to the elasticity of cell.

Generally speaking, the FEM approach can well capture the
bubble expansion-induced cell velocity, and it is expected that the
FEM approach should also well capture the cell deformation
given proper material models. Compared with the Rayleigh ap-
proach, the FEM approach can better model the realistic cell ejec-
tion process without unnecessary assumptions on the cell defor-
mation and cell volume as the Rayleigh approach does.

4 Numerical Study of Cell Mechanical Profile

4.1 Model Implementation. The discussed FEM approach is
further implemented to study the cell mechanical profile upon the
gas bubble expansion during cell ejection. Since the problem de-
scribed in Fig. 1 is axisymmetric, a quarter of the computational
model is analyzed. Figure 4 shows a representative quarter sym-
metric model for this analysis: a quarter cylinder with a radius of
100 �m and a height of 100 �m represents the hydrogel coating,
a semisphere with a radius of 24 �m denotes the initial bubble
gas phase, and a spherical cell with a radius of 6 �m is embedded
in the center line of cylinder and 55 �m �cell-bubble distance�
away from the center of bubble. The air domain is partially shown
in Fig. 4. Larger coating domains have also been implemented;
however, there is negligible difference in terms of simulation re-
sults. A total of 50,318 solid elements are used in which 108
elements for the cell, 11,330 elements for the coating, 37,500
elements for the air, and 1380 elements for the bubble gas. Ele-
ment 1, the closest to the expanding bubble, represents the top
surface region, Element 2 represents the middle region, and Ele-
ment 3 represents the bottom surface region.

A rigid wall boundary condition is used to model the rigid
quartz support. To reduce the effect of reflection of the stress
waves at the outer surface of the hydrogel and air domains, a
nonreflecting boundary condition is applied for the faces associ-
ated with these domains. The nonreflecting boundary condition
enables the propagation of pressure waves across the boundaries
mimicking an infinitely large coating domain.

The aforementioned material models are applied here. If not
especially specified, the same material properties and computa-
tional parameters used in Sec. 3 are used here too. The hydrogel
cutoff pressure is set as 25 kPa �1,24�. The cell shear modulus is
set as 15.6 kPa �27�, the Poisson ratio is set as 0.475, and the
density is set as 1000 kg /m3, which are used to estimate C10 and
D1. The initial air mass density ��a0� is specified as 1.28 kg /m3,
and the initial bubble gas pressure is specified as 221 MPa.
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4.2 Mechanical Profile of Cell. In order to appreciate the cell
echanical profile such as the cell center velocity, cell center

cceleration, and pressure changes during the bubble expansion-
nduced ejection, some representative simulation results are pre-
ented in the following based on the condition of a 221 MPa
nitial bubble pressure and a 55 �m cell-bubble distance. Such
ell mechanical information will help better understand and model
ell damage during laser-assisted cell direct writing.

4.2.1 Evolution of Cell Center Velocity and Acceleration. The
jection velocity of cell droplet is of importance in determining
he cell viability during the subsequent cell droplet landing pro-
ess as studied in Ref. �1�. The ejection velocity is the initial
elocity at which the cell droplet impacts the receiving substrate.
or some applications, the cell droplet ejection velocity should be
ell controlled to minimize the possible cell damage during land-

ng. Figure 5 shows the cell center velocity evolution during the
jection process. It can be seen that the cell velocity oscillates
nitially and then smoothes out gradually with a constant ejection
elocity �107 m/s in this simulation�, and this velocity oscillation
s attributed the elasticity of cell, implying a negative acceleration.
ue to the compressibility of hydrogel, there is a delay in the
elocity response to the bubble expansion, as seen from Fig. 5.
fter around 2 �s, the cell droplet has a very weak connection
ith the coating and starts to leave the hydrogel coating with a

onstant velocity.
Figure 6 shows the simulation result of cell acceleration. As

een from Fig. 6, the cell first accelerates as high as 109 m /s2 at
he beginning period of bubble expansion and then quickly ap-
roaches zero in an oscillation manner. The high acceleration pe-
iod only lasts a very short period �about 0.1 �s�, and the very
hort duration is critical to guarantee the cell survival. The abso-
ute magnitude of acceleration depends on the material properties
f the hydrogel and cell as well as the initial bubble gas pressure.

4.2.2 Evolution of Pressure. The transferred cells are easily
amaged during cell manipulation especially when being subject
o the high pressure induced by the stress waves �8�. The stress
aves may make the cell membrane permeable, and the molecules

n the extracellular medium diffuse into the cytoplasm under the
oncentration gradient. Subsequently, the plasma membrane re-
eals to keep the exogenous molecules inside the cell, which may
ead to functional cell injury. On the other hand, the stress may
nduce the cell membrane or other cell components structurally
roken, which also can cause cell damage. For this ejection pro-
ess, the cell pressure due to the bubble expansion should be
arefully understood.
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Fig. 5 Evolution of cell center velocity
Figure 7 shows the simulation result of cell pressure at different
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cell internal regions. Generally speaking, the pressure can be as
high as 10 MPa at the beginning period of bubble expansion and
quickly decreases to zero in an oscillation manner, as seen from
the cell acceleration evolution in Fig. 6. At a specified moment,
the top surface region �Element 1 of Fig. 4�b��, which is close to
the expanding bubble, experiences the highest pressure level, fol-
lowed by the bottom surface region �Element 3� and the middle
region �Element 2�.

4.3 Parametric Study. For the cell damage control during
cell direct writing, the effect of typical controllable process con-
ditions such as the coating viscosity, cell-bubble distance, and
initial bubble pressure needs to be carefully studied to minimize
the possible cell damage while maintaining process efficiency.
Since the top surface region of cell �Element 1� usually experi-
ences a relatively severe pressure condition as discussed before,
Element 1 is selected as the representative cell region to study the
effect of the coating viscosity, cell-bubble distance, and initial
bubble pressure on the cell pressure. For this parametric study,
only the initial bubble gas density ��b0� is changed to
57.408 kg /m3, which is determined based on a 22.1 MPa initial
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Fig. 6 Evolution of cell center acceleration
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ubble pressure. For the sake of simulation efficiency, the 22.1
Pa pressure is selected based on the critical pressure of water as

n a previous study �30�.

4.3.1 Effect of Coating Viscosity. Figure 8 shows the effect of
oating viscosity on the cell center velocity, cell center accelera-
ion, and pressure under the initial pressure of 22.1 MPa and the
ell-bubble distance of 55 �m. Three different viscosity values
1.2�10−3 Pa s, 12�10−3 Pa s, and 120�10−3 Pa s� have been
tudied, and these values are also close to the viscosity of various
lycerol solutions, which are gaining widely applications in bio-
ogical printing �5�. It is shown that there is a small difference
etween the results using the viscosities of 1.2�10−3 Pa s and
2�10−3 Pa s; however, the simulation using the viscosity of
20�10−3 Pa s leads to higher velocity, acceleration, and pres-
ure at the beginning of the process but a lower ejection velocity
t the moment of ejection. When the viscosity is 120
10−3 Pa s, there is an observable increment of velocity at the

nitial stage due to a pronounced viscous friction effect; however,
he ejection velocity is the lowest because of the excessive viscous
nergy dissipation during the ejection process. It should be noted
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layer should also be considered in the future study even under a
larger Reynolds number condition since this effect introduces a
viscous force to the cell.

4.3.2 Effect of Cell-Bubble Distance. The cell response de-
pends not only on the coating material properties but also on the
operating conditions such as the cell-bubble distance and initial
bubble pressure. To study this cell-bubble distance effect, Fig. 9
shows the effect of bubble distance on the cell center velocity,
acceleration, and pressure under the initial pressure of 22.1 MPa
and the coating viscosity of 12�10−3 Pa s. It is observed that the
velocity, acceleration, and pressure magnitude decrease when the
distance increases. Also, it is found that the profiles shift right a
little bit when the cell-bubble distance increases, which indicates
that it takes more time for the stress wave to reach the far away
cell. It is generally expected that for the coating embedded with
multiple cells, the cells close to the bubble are more susceptible to
mechanical damage.

4.3.3 Effect of Initial Bubble Pressure. The initial bubble pres-
sure also plays an important role in cell ejection, and the magni-
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ulse, and energy absorption property of coating material. Gener-
lly, when the laser energy is high enough to cause the coating
aterial to vaporize and even ionize, the cell ejection is easily

aused by the bubble expansion mechanism rather than the ther-
oelastic stress wave. Thus, the study of how the cell responds to

he initial bubble pressure is critical to mitigate the cell damage in
irect writing.

Figure 10 shows the effect of initial bubble pressure on the cell
enter velocity, acceleration, and pressure under the coating vis-
osity of 12�10−3 Pa s and the cell-bubble distance of 55 �m. It
s shown that the larger initial pressure induces a larger cell ve-
ocity, acceleration, and pressure as expected. As a result, the cell
iability is adversely affected by large initial bubble pressures.

It should be noted that when the initial gas bubble pressure
ncreases, the flow velocity magnitude increases accordingly.
hus, the inertial effect becomes dominant over the viscosity ef-

ect, and the coating material behaves more like a nonviscous
ow. If it is the case, the bubble expansion-induced material mo-

ion is a nonviscous flow except within the boundary layer around
he cells.

Discussion
The velocity, acceleration, and pressure profile, which cells ex-
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tances „the initial pressure is 22.1 MPa and the coating
erience during the ejection process in laser-assisted direct writ-
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ing, has been investigated in this study. While the initial bubble
formation process is not of particular interest here, the following
bubble expansion-induced cell mechanical profile is studied. This
modeling study first enables a quantitative understanding of the
cell mechanical profile during the ejection process and offers
some insight into the process-induced cell damage.

The transferred cells after direct writing are sometimes dam-
aged and may not be viable mainly due to the pressure/stress
loading studied. The effect of laser-induced pressure/stress wave
on cell/tissue damage has been of interest in the laser-tissue inter-
action research community. It is generally recognized �8� that the
laser-generated stress wave during the laser-tissue interaction may
make a cell membrane permeable. As a result, molecules present
in the extracellular medium may diffuse into the cytoplasm under
the concentration gradient. Subsequently, the plasma membrane
reseals, keeping the exogenous molecules inside the cell, which
may lead to the functional cell injury �8�. The mechanisms of
membrane permeabilization due to the laser-generated stress wave
have been studied �31,32� but are still not elucidated yet. Further-
more, a strong stress wave may directly induce the cell membrane
or other components structurally broken. The stress-induced cell
damage mechanism is similar for both the laser-assisted direct
writing process and the laser-tissue direct interaction. It should be
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pointed out that there may be some additional photomechanical
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ffect-induced thermoelastic stress waves present in laser-assisted
irect writing although they are negligible when using high energy
aser pulses.

The cell damage degree due to the pressure or stress depends on
any different factors such as stress magnitude and/or stress du-

ation �1,8�. Exposure of cells to high pressures may induce a high
egree of membrane permeabilization and substantial damage of
ntercellular components, which may prevent cells from recover-
ng from permanent injury after the removal of pressure or stress
oading. It is observed in this study that the cell can first accelerate
s high as 109 m /s2 at the beginning period of bubble expansion
nd then quickly approaches zero in an oscillation manner. The
cceleration rate is extremely high for a cell to survive. Fortu-
ately, this high acceleration only lasts a very short period �about
.1 �s�, and this duration might be too short for a cell to fully
espond to a very high acceleration since the cell itself is a vis-
oelastic material �33�. As a result, cells can still survive under a
igh acceleration rate if the combined effect of stress magnitude
nd duration is tolerable by the cell �1,3�. It was studied that the
ell damage depends not only on the process-induced stress mag-
itudes but also on the stress duration �1�. This combined stress
agnitude and duration effect on cell damage should be further
odeled for cell viability control in cell direct writing.
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since the impact-induced damage during landing also poses a sig-
nificant challenge to achieve a high cell viability postcell transfer
�1,3�. A higher ejection velocity of the formed cell droplet usually
leads to a lower post-transfer cell viability �1�. This modeling
study is expected to help optimize the cell direct writing process
by better estimating the landing velocity for given operating direct
writing conditions.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
The bubble expansion-induced cell ejection in laser-assisted

cell direct writing has been carefully studied using the FEM ap-
proach in this study. Using the validated FEM approach, the evo-
lution of cell center velocity, cell center acceleration, and pressure
is studied, and the effects of coating viscosity, cell-bubble dis-
tance, and initial bubble pressure on the cell mechanical profile
are further investigated during cell ejection. The main computa-
tional predictions can be drawn as follows.

1. The cell velocity oscillates initially and then smoothes out
gradually with a constant ejection velocity. The cell can first
accelerate as high as 109 m /s2 at the beginning period of
bubble expansion and then quickly approaches zero in an
oscillation manner; fortunately, this high acceleration period
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2. The cell pressure can be very high at the beginning period of
bubble expansion and quickly decreases to zero in an oscil-
lation manner as seen from the cell acceleration evolution.
The cell top surface region usually experiences the highest
pressure level, followed by the bottom surface and the
middle regions.

3. A high viscosity can lead to an observable velocity incre-
ment at the initial stage due to the pronounced viscous fric-
tion effect, but the ejection velocity decreases because of the
excessive viscous energy dissipation.

4. The pressure magnitude decreases when the cell-bubble dis-
tance is large. It is generally expected that for the coating
embedded with multiple cells, the cells close to the bubble
are more susceptible to mechanical damage.

5. A larger initial pressure induces a larger cell pressure as
expected. As a result, the cell viability is adversely affected
by large initial pressures.

As discussed before, while the MAPLE DW schematic is used
n Fig. 1 for illustration, the proposed modeling approach is ap-
licable to BioLP by assuming the energy conversion thickness
egligible as well as other jet-based cell direct-write processes.

While the presented computational modeling study is validated
ith an analytical modeling approach here, future experimental

nvestigation should be performed to directly validate this model-
ng study. Also, since the cytoplasmic membrane, cell wall, and
nternal structure of a cell may play an important role in determin-
ng the cell mechanical profile during ejection, future modeling
tudy should also include the effect of cell biological structure.
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